Pressure and performance requirements of axial piston pumps and the proportion of churning losses in axial piston pumps increase significantly with increasing speed. To investigate the primary distribution of churning losses in axial piston pumps at various ranges of speed, a test rig was set up in which other friction losses can be eliminated, thus making it possible to investigate the net churning losses in an axial piston pump. The influence of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses is analyzed based on a qualitative evaluation of the various fluid flow regimes at different test speeds in an axial piston pump. The analytical results indicate that pistons have less influence on churning losses than the rotating cylinder block beyond the critical speed in axial piston pumps, because the total energy dissipation transforms laminar viscous friction losses into turbulent shear stress losses. It is concluded that more attention should be given to the effect of the rotating cylinder block on churning losses in axial piston pumps at high rotation speed.
Introduction
Axial piston pumps are widely used in fluid power systems for advantages such as high power-mass ratio, high limit load pressure and high overall efficiency [1] [2] [3] . Figure 1 illustrates the general configuration of a conventional axial piston pump consisting of several pistons mounted within the cylinder bores at equal angular intervals around the centerline of the cylinder block. The piston heads are mounted in the slippers under the action of the retainer mechanism. Since a swash plate limits the displacement of pistons, the pistons reciprocate in the cylinder bores suctioning and discharging oil through a valve plate which is fixed to the pump casing.
However, pump efficiency is relatively low with the increase of operating parameters because of increasing power losses [4, 5] . According to [6] [7] [8] [9] , energy losses can be classified into three groups in the axial piston pumps. The first group is volumetric losses caused by leakage flow losses, the losses in the second group are mechanical losses due to friction losses, and the third group is churning losses caused by the internal rotating components stirring the hydraulic fluid in axial piston pumps. Theoretical and experimental studies have been published on volumetric losses and mechanical losses in axial piston pumps [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Wilson [10] firstly established the mathematical models of volumetric and mechanical losses in the conditions of laminar and turbulent flow in axial piston pumps. The leakage equations and the viscous torque losses were considered in his mathematical model. Ivantysynova and Lasaar [11] developed a non-isothermal gap flow model to predict the leakage, pressure distribution and temperature 2 of 15 of all lubricating gaps in swash plate type axial piston machines. They integrated the Reynolds equation of lubrication, solved numerically for the connected gaps of swash plate axial piston machines. Manring et al. [12, 13] carried out experimental and theoretical studies of mechanical losses based on the Stribeck curve in an axial piston pump. They derived the power loss and efficiency of a pump which related to the compressibility losses of the fluid. Bergada et al. [14] developed new algebraic leakage equations of all piston pump gaps and tested against numerical models. The effect of different leakages through pump clearances was investigated, and the main source of the leakage in piston pumps was demonstrated by means of the algebraic leakage equations in their simulation model. Xu et al. [15] explored the variation characteristics of volumetric losses of axial piston pumps over a wide operating range theoretically and experimentally, in particular for the displacement conditions. The proposed novel volumetric losses model can give a clear insight into the components of leakage.
Energies 2017, 10, 662 2 of 15 temperature of all lubricating gaps in swash plate type axial piston machines. They integrated the Reynolds equation of lubrication, solved numerically for the connected gaps of swash plate axial piston machines. Manring et al. [12, 13] carried out experimental and theoretical studies of mechanical losses based on the Stribeck curve in an axial piston pump. They derived the power loss and efficiency of a pump which related to the compressibility losses of the fluid. Bergada et al. [14] developed new algebraic leakage equations of all piston pump gaps and tested against numerical models. The effect of different leakages through pump clearances was investigated, and the main source of the leakage in piston pumps was demonstrated by means of the algebraic leakage equations in their simulation model. Xu et al. [15] explored the variation characteristics of volumetric losses of axial piston pumps over a wide operating range theoretically and experimentally, in particular for the displacement conditions. The proposed novel volumetric losses model can give a clear insight into the components of leakage. However, there are only a few studies published on churning losses in axial piston pumps. The churning loss is usually neglected because its effect is minor for pumps with nominal speeds of 1500-3000 rpm. With increasing speed, the proportion of churning losses in axial piston pumps gradually increases, especially for pumps applied in aeronautics and astronautics due to the need for high power/weight ratio. Taking the high-speed axial piston pump of Messier-Bugatti implemented in airplane A380 as an example, the nominal speed is more than 15,000 rpm [16] . Also, the similar piston pumps of Parker [17] provided for F-35 can even be operated at rotation speed up to 20,000 rpm. The churning losses cannot be ignored when the axial piston pumps rotate at such high speed because of large centrifugal forces of piston/cylinder assemblies and high kinetic fluid energy, which can result in aggravated churning losses. The earliest report was made by Jang in 1997 [18] , who first proposed the concept of churning losses in axial piston pumps. After that, Håkan [19] carried out experimental studies of churning losses and concluded that the churning loss was significant under low pressure operating conditions in axial piston pumps. They estimated that the proportion of churning losses was approximately 20% of total losses. In recent years, Ivantysynova et al. [20, 21] developed the mathematical models of churning losses with the assumption of laminar flow in axial piston pumps. The churning loss was considered in their simulation model, and the temperature effects in the casing and outlet port of axial piston machines under steady state operation were examined.
A review of previous research [18] [19] [20] [21] has been devoted to the churning losses in axial piston pumps, whereas these studies have typically focused on the models for calculating total churning power losses. Little information is available on the rotating cylinder and pistons effect on churning losses respectively, especially in high-speed conditions. Conventional theoretical and experimental analyses are commonly based on the assumption that the flow is laminar. This assumption may be practical at low rotation speeds; but when the pump attempts to operate at high rotation speeds, problems will arise and the turbulence phenomenon in the oil-filled casing will become more evident. However, there are only a few studies published on churning losses in axial piston pumps. The churning loss is usually neglected because its effect is minor for pumps with nominal speeds of 1500-3000 rpm. With increasing speed, the proportion of churning losses in axial piston pumps gradually increases, especially for pumps applied in aeronautics and astronautics due to the need for high power/weight ratio. Taking the high-speed axial piston pump of Messier-Bugatti implemented in airplane A380 as an example, the nominal speed is more than 15,000 rpm [16] . Also, the similar piston pumps of Parker [17] provided for F-35 can even be operated at rotation speed up to 20,000 rpm. The churning losses cannot be ignored when the axial piston pumps rotate at such high speed because of large centrifugal forces of piston/cylinder assemblies and high kinetic fluid energy, which can result in aggravated churning losses. The earliest report was made by Jang in 1997 [18] , who first proposed the concept of churning losses in axial piston pumps. After that, Håkan [19] carried out experimental studies of churning losses and concluded that the churning loss was significant under low pressure operating conditions in axial piston pumps. They estimated that the proportion of churning losses was approximately 20% of total losses. In recent years, Ivantysynova et al. [20, 21] developed the mathematical models of churning losses with the assumption of laminar flow in axial piston pumps. The churning loss was considered in their simulation model, and the temperature effects in the casing and outlet port of axial piston machines under steady state operation were examined.
A review of previous research [18] [19] [20] [21] has been devoted to the churning losses in axial piston pumps, whereas these studies have typically focused on the models for calculating total churning power losses. Little information is available on the rotating cylinder and pistons effect on churning losses respectively, especially in high-speed conditions. Conventional theoretical and experimental analyses are commonly based on the assumption that the flow is laminar. This assumption may be practical at low rotation speeds; but when the pump attempts to operate at high rotation speeds, problems will arise and the turbulence phenomenon in the oil-filled casing will become more evident.
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Despite the fact that churning losses about the turbulence have no evidence in high rotation speed axial piston pumps, there are some detailed researches in external gear machines and geared transmissions. Thiagarajan and Vacca [22, 23] presented the expression for the different sources of torque losses, which took into account turbulence resistance in external gear machines. The torque losses expression was subsequently integrated into an entirely mathematical equation to evaluate the viscous friction losses in external gear machines. Changenet et al. [24] investigated the various fluid flow regimes characterized by Reynolds numbers; the production of churning loss was dominated by centrifugal effects under high-speed and high-temperature tests in geared transmissions. The contributions of gear machines play an important role in guiding the study of axial piston pumps.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the effects of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses in axial piston pumps at high rotation speeds. The proportion of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses is measured experimentally. The measured results will contribute to a targeted support for reducing churning losses and more comprehensive theoretical models for the rotating cylinder block and pistons. Despite the fact that churning losses about the turbulence have no evidence in high rotation speed axial piston pumps, there are some detailed researches in external gear machines and geared transmissions. Thiagarajan and Vacca [22, 23] presented the expression for the different sources of torque losses, which took into account turbulence resistance in external gear machines. The torque losses expression was subsequently integrated into an entirely mathematical equation to evaluate the viscous friction losses in external gear machines. Changenet et al. [24] investigated the various fluid flow regimes characterized by Reynolds numbers; the production of churning loss was dominated by centrifugal effects under high-speed and high-temperature tests in geared transmissions. The contributions of gear machines play an important role in guiding the study of axial piston pumps.
Mathematical Analysis
The aim of this paper is to analyze the effects of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses in axial piston pumps at high rotation speeds. The proportion of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses is measured experimentally. The measured results will contribute to a targeted support for reducing churning losses and more comprehensive theoretical models for the rotating cylinder block and pistons. A mathematical model of churning losses due to the rotation of the cylinder block was presented under the assumption of laminar flow in axial piston pumps. The viscous friction Fv for the steady laminar motion of incompressible Newtonian fluid in Cartesian reference frame can be written as [25] :
where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the hydraulic fluid, Rc is the radius of the cylinder block, lc is the length of the cylinder block and v is the velocity of the fluid; so Equation 1 can be rewritten as: A mathematical model of churning losses due to the rotation of the cylinder block was presented under the assumption of laminar flow in axial piston pumps. The viscous friction F v for the steady laminar motion of incompressible Newtonian fluid in Cartesian reference frame can be written as [25] :
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the hydraulic fluid, R c is the radius of the cylinder block, l c is the length of the cylinder block and v is the velocity of the fluid; so Equation 1 can be rewritten as:
where ω is the rotation angular velocity and t is the gap between the cylinder block and the housing internal surface. The resulting churning losses due to the rotation of the cylinder block can be expressed as the viscous friction power losses P cm because the cylinder block rotates in the casing filled with the hydraulic fluid:
In Reference [26] , the pressure drag F i due to the pistons for incompressible Newtonian fluid in Cartesian reference frame can be written as:
where C d is the drag coefficient related to the Reynolds number [27] , ρ is the density of the hydraulic fluid, R is the pitch circle radius of piston bores, and l i is the length of the ith piston out of the cylinder block at one point; so Equation (4) can be rewritten as:
where γ is the swash plate angle and l 0 is the length of the piston out of the cylinder block at the outer dead point. It remains to be noted that C d is less than the reference [27] because multi-pistons may have a positive influence on the flow state among pistons, according to [26] . However, no experimental studies were found on these theoretical considerations. The resulting churning losses due to the pistons can be expressed as the pressure drag power losses P pm due to the pistons circling in the casing filled with the hydraulic fluid:
where z is the number of pistons. From the above description of the mathematical model of churning losses, it can be concluded that pressure drag torque has more influence than the viscous friction torque on churning losses, according to [28] . However, no evidence was found in the experimental studies about the influence of the main rotation part on churning losses in previous research. This paper aims to investigate the effect of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses experimentally, especially in high rotation speed conditions.
Experimental Method
The experiments were carried out on the test rig shown in Figure 3 . The shaft is driven by an electric motor via a flexible coupling transmitting the rotation speed up to 16,000 rpm. A torque-speed sensor is installed between the electric motor and the test pump, which can obtain shaft speed and pump torque. A temperature sensor and a pressure sensor are installed at the top of the test pump, which can obtain the temperature and pressure in the test pump. A test pump can be used to simulate the churning losses due to rotating parts in axial piston pumps. The casing of the test pump is an annular cylinder with 32.5 mm thickness made of Plexiglas in order to observe the flow state. Table 1 gives the details of sensors related to this study. Table 1 . Details of the related sensors.
Description Detail
Torque-speed sensor JN338, range 0-10 Nm, accuracy ±0.2%; range 0-16,000 rpm Temperature sensor NEXON, range −50-600 • C, accuracy ±0.2% Pressure sensor Huba, range 0-25 bar, accuracy ±0.3%
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The churning losses can be represented as the shaft torque losses determined by torque measurements using a torque speed sensor. The shaft is supported by one pair of identical shielded and sealed ball bearings whose contributions to the friction torque have been experimentally determined and subtracted from total torque measurements to obtain the net contributions of churning torque losses. To maintain a constant pressure in the casing of the test pump, the pump is tested under the no-load operating condition which means that the outlet is directly connected to the pipeline without a pressure valve, and the casing pressure depends on the drain line. To maintain a constant temperature in the casing of the test pump, the auxiliary pump is arranged for the circulation of the oil; the oil cooler and overflow heating system are arranged to control the oil temperature in the oil tank. Thus, churning losses power is deduced by subtracting the wet casing torque acting on the shaft from the dry casing torque acting on the shaft on the same test stand. The experimental churning losses power can be written as:
where M c is the experimental churning losses torque, M w is the experimental torque acting on the shaft with oil in the casing, and M d is the experimental torque acting on the shaft without oil.
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where Mc is the experimental churning losses torque, Mw is the experimental torque acting on the shaft with oil in the casing, and Md is the experimental torque acting on the shaft without oil. In fact, the above method for the churning losses measurement of axial piston pumps was somewhat similar to the one for measuring churning losses in bent-axis piston motors proposed by Rahmfeld et al. in References [29, 30] . Rahmfeld et al. also measured the churning losses in a bent-axis piston motor with full and dry casing operation by testing the different torque losses, as shown in Equation (7) . However, the test rig built by Rahmfeld et al. adopted a motor operated in pumping mode to measure the churning losses in the bent-axis motor. As a result, this test measured the influence of the operation conditions on total churning losses of piston pumps. However, in this way, the mechanical friction losses in three friction pairs under different lubrication conditions would affect the test accuracy. The churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block and pistons have not been measured respectively. In this paper, the cylinder block and pistons rotated while all other friction pairs were removed (see Figure 4 ). In fact, the above method for the churning losses measurement of axial piston pumps was somewhat similar to the one for measuring churning losses in bent-axis piston motors proposed by Rahmfeld et al. in References [29, 30] . Rahmfeld et al. also measured the churning losses in a bent-axis piston motor with full and dry casing operation by testing the different torque losses, as shown in Equation (7) . However, the test rig built by Rahmfeld et al. adopted a motor operated in pumping mode to measure the churning losses in the bent-axis motor. As a result, this test measured the influence of the operation conditions on total churning losses of piston pumps. However, in this way, the mechanical friction losses in three friction pairs under different lubrication conditions would affect the test accuracy. The churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block and pistons have not been measured respectively. In this paper, the cylinder block and pistons rotated while all other friction pairs were removed (see Figure 4 ). The test pump was designed based on a high-speed axial piston pump prototype used for aircraft in References [31, 32] . Table 2 provides the geometric dimensions and information regarding the test pump, which is the same as the high-speed axial piston pump prototype. Considering that the high-speed axial piston pump prototype operates at a high speed and low pressure at take-off and landing of the aircraft, the test pump operating conditions which have been included in the investigation can be summarized in Table 3 . The test pump was designed based on a high-speed axial piston pump prototype used for aircraft in References [31, 32] . Table 2 provides the geometric dimensions and information regarding the test pump, which is the same as the high-speed axial piston pump prototype. Considering that the high-speed axial piston pump prototype operates at a high speed and low pressure at take-off and landing of the aircraft, the test pump operating conditions which have been included in the investigation can be summarized in Table 3 . Table 2 . The geometric dimensions of the investigated test pump.
Parameters Unit Value
The number of pistons z / 9
The diameter of the piston d m 0.01
The pitch circle radius of piston bores R m 0.02
The radius of the cylinder block R c m 0.028
The length of the piston out of the cylinder block at the outer dead point l 0 m 0.0165
The length of the cylinder block l c m 0.0325
The gap between the cylinder block and the housing internal surface t m 0.0145 As shown in Figure 4 , the test pump has only a piston/cylinder pair and ignores the small influence on the churning losses of non-rotating parts, such as the swash plate and valve plate. The churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block can be obtained by measuring the subtraction of churning losses torque acting on the shaft by the cylinder block rotating alone in the casing filled with oil and dry casing (see Figure 5a ). The test of churning losses power due to the rotation of the cylinder block P cc can be expressed as:
where M cc is the experimental churning losses torque due to the rotation of the cylinder block, M wcc is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the rotation of the cylinder block with oil in the casing, and M dcc is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the rotation of the cylinder block without oil in the casing. Figure 5 shows the churning losses due to the pistons by measuring the subtraction of churning losses of the piston/cylinder and cylinder block. The test of churning losses power due to pistons P cp can be expressed as:
where M cp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons, M ccp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block, M wccp is the experimental 
where Mcp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons, Mccp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block, Mwccp is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block with oil in the casing, and Mdccp is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block without oil in the casing. However, at the same time, this new attempt also brings some challenges on testing the churning losses. The first challenge is that the fixation of the pistons becomes a problem due to removing the structure of the swash plate. As shown in Figure 6 , test pistons are fixed by the specific screws and gaskets mounted within the cylinder block bores at equal angular intervals around the centerline of the cylinder block. The cylinder block and shaft are integrated together in the test pump to remove the spline friction torque losses on the impact of the churning losses. The second challenge is associated with accurately estimating the influence of the cylinder block and pistons on churning losses. The integration of the cylinder block and shaft churning losses test results can be considered as the effect of the rotating cylinder block on churning losses. However, at the same time, this new attempt also brings some challenges on testing the churning losses. The first challenge is that the fixation of the pistons becomes a problem due to removing the structure of the swash plate. As shown in Figure 6 , test pistons are fixed by the specific screws and gaskets mounted within the cylinder block bores at equal angular intervals around the centerline of the cylinder block. The cylinder block and shaft are integrated together in the test pump to remove the spline friction torque losses on the impact of the churning losses.
pistons Pcp can be expressed as: 
where Mcp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons, Mccp is the experimental churning losses torque due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block, Mwccp is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block with oil in the casing, and Mdccp is the experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the pistons and the rotating cylinder block without oil in the casing. However, at the same time, this new attempt also brings some challenges on testing the churning losses. The first challenge is that the fixation of the pistons becomes a problem due to removing the structure of the swash plate. As shown in Figure 6 , test pistons are fixed by the specific screws and gaskets mounted within the cylinder block bores at equal angular intervals around the centerline of the cylinder block. The cylinder block and shaft are integrated together in the test pump to remove the spline friction torque losses on the impact of the churning losses. The second challenge is associated with accurately estimating the influence of the cylinder block and pistons on churning losses. The integration of the cylinder block and shaft churning losses test results can be considered as the effect of the rotating cylinder block on churning losses. The second challenge is associated with accurately estimating the influence of the cylinder block and pistons on churning losses. The integration of the cylinder block and shaft churning losses test results can be considered as the effect of the rotating cylinder block on churning losses. As can be seen in Figure 7 , the piston bores are filled with specific screws to prevent these effects on the test of churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block.
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As can be seen in Figure 7 , the piston bores are filled with specific screws to prevent these effects on the test of churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block. The fixed pistons only rotate in the test pump without reciprocating motion, and the dimensions of the pistons are the same as the pistons immersed in the real pump oil-churning parts. It can effectively test the influence of the pistons on churning losses under small displacement (i.e., small swash-plate angle) working conditions. The fixed pistons only rotate in the test pump without reciprocating motion, and the dimensions of the pistons are the same as the pistons immersed in the real pump oil-churning parts. It can effectively test the influence of the pistons on churning losses under small displacement (i.e., small swash-plate angle) working conditions. Figure 8 shows the original test results of the rotating cylinder block at 1500 rpm and 12,000 rpm. Tests were performed three times under the same conditions, where oil temperature was maintained at (35 ± 1) • C and oil pressure was maintained at (1.02 ± 0.01) bar. The deviation of churning losses torque after three times is small, which indicates that the tests have excellent repeatability at low and high speed. The fixed pistons only rotate in the test pump without reciprocating motion, and the dimensions of the pistons are the same as the pistons immersed in the real pump oil-churning parts. It can effectively test the influence of the pistons on churning losses under small displacement (i.e., small swash-plate angle) working conditions. Figure 8 shows the original test results of the rotating cylinder block at 1500 rpm and 12,000 rpm. Tests were performed three times under the same conditions, where oil temperature was maintained at (35 ± 1) °C and oil pressure was maintained at (1.02 ± 0.01) bar. The deviation of churning losses torque after three times is small, which indicates that the tests have excellent repeatability at low and high speed. As shown in Figure 9 , the results of the rotating cylinder block at various speeds are presented in the form of mean values acquired under the same conditions. In contrast to the existing model, Figure 9a shows that the deviation of the measured churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block is small in comparison with the calculated results before 3000 rpm. However, the measured churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block increase significantly after 3000 rpm. This can be explained by the fact that fluid flow states change from laminar flows to turbulent flows with the Reynolds number increased in Reference [27] , as the Reynolds number is a function of the rotation speed as shown in Re = ωRctρμ −1 in Reference [20] . The flow states may change from laminar flows to turbulent flows because the Reynolds number increases from 10 3 to 10 4 with the speed increasing from 3000 to 12,000 rpm. Also, churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block change from As shown in Figure 9 , the results of the rotating cylinder block at various speeds are presented in the form of mean values acquired under the same conditions. In contrast to the existing model, Figure 9a shows that the deviation of the measured churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block is small in comparison with the calculated results before 3000 rpm. However, the measured churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block increase significantly after 3000 rpm. This can be explained by the fact that fluid flow states change from laminar flows to turbulent flows with the Reynolds number increased in Reference [27] , as the Reynolds number is a function of the rotation speed as shown in R e = ωR c tρµ −1 in Reference [20] . The flow states may change from laminar flows to turbulent flows because the Reynolds number increases from 10 3 to 10 4 with the speed increasing from 3000 to 12,000 rpm. Also, churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block change from friction losses to turbulent losses, with the Reynolds increasing greatly. Laminar flow assumption in the mathematical model is not appropriate; turbulent shear stress is far greater than the laminar viscous friction [33, 34] . Thus, the calculated results are tiny for the churning losses due to laminar viscous friction, in contrast with the measured results due to the turbulent shear stress losses at high rotation speeds. It is also shown in Figure 10 that there is a difference in fluid condition outside the cylinder block at two different speeds of the test pump. The flowing area outside the cylinder block is small and regular at low rotation speeds. However, the flowing area outside the cylinder block is significantly increased and tends to be disordered at high rotation speeds. viscous friction [33, 34] . Thus, the calculated results are tiny for the churning losses due to laminar viscous friction, in contrast with the measured results due to the turbulent shear stress losses at high rotation speeds. It is also shown in Figure 10 that there is a difference in fluid condition outside the cylinder block at two different speeds of the test pump. The flowing area outside the cylinder block is small and regular at low rotation speeds. However, the flowing area outside the cylinder block is significantly increased and tends to be disordered at high rotation speeds. Furthermore, when comparing Figure 9a and Figure 9b , it is noticeable that churning losses torque increases by about 22 times and the churning losses power increases by about 177 times produced by the rotating cylinder block, with increased speed from 1500 rpm to 12,000 rpm. The results indicate that the churning torque losses due to the rotating cylinder block change relatively little, while the churning power losses will increase seriously with speed increased by 8 times. Therefore, the rotating cylinder block has a significant influence on churning losses, particularly at the high rotation speed. The effects of the pistons on churning losses will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 11 shows the test results of pistons at 1500 rpm. Tests were performed three times under the same conditions, where oil temperature maintained at (35 ± 1) °C and oil pressure were maintained at (1.01 ± 0.01) bar. As shown in Figure 11 , the deviation of the churning losses torque is higher than the results of the rotating cylinder block, because the motion of the pistons leads to the mathematical model is not appropriate; turbulent shear stress is far greater than the laminar viscous friction [33, 34] . Thus, the calculated results are tiny for the churning losses due to laminar viscous friction, in contrast with the measured results due to the turbulent shear stress losses at high rotation speeds. It is also shown in Figure 10 that there is a difference in fluid condition outside the cylinder block at two different speeds of the test pump. The flowing area outside the cylinder block is small and regular at low rotation speeds. However, the flowing area outside the cylinder block is significantly increased and tends to be disordered at high rotation speeds. Furthermore, when comparing Figure 9a and Figure 9b , it is noticeable that churning losses torque increases by about 22 times and the churning losses power increases by about 177 times produced by the rotating cylinder block, with increased speed from 1500 rpm to 12,000 rpm. The results indicate that the churning torque losses due to the rotating cylinder block change relatively little, while the churning power losses will increase seriously with speed increased by 8 times. Therefore, the rotating cylinder block has a significant influence on churning losses, particularly at the high rotation speed. The effects of the pistons on churning losses will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 11 shows the test results of pistons at 1500 rpm. Tests were performed three times under the same conditions, where oil temperature maintained at (35 ± 1) °C and oil pressure were maintained at (1.01 ± 0.01) bar. As shown in Figure 11 , the deviation of the churning losses torque is higher than the results of the rotating cylinder block, because the motion of the pistons leads to Furthermore, when comparing Figure 9a ,b, it is noticeable that churning losses torque increases by about 22 times and the churning losses power increases by about 177 times produced by the rotating cylinder block, with increased speed from 1500 rpm to 12,000 rpm. The results indicate that the churning torque losses due to the rotating cylinder block change relatively little, while the churning power losses will increase seriously with speed increased by 8 times. Therefore, the rotating cylinder block has a significant influence on churning losses, particularly at the high rotation speed. The effects of the pistons on churning losses will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 11 shows the test results of pistons at 1500 rpm. Tests were performed three times under the same conditions, where oil temperature maintained at (35 ± 1) • C and oil pressure were maintained at (1.01 ± 0.01) bar. As shown in Figure 11 , the deviation of the churning losses torque is higher than the results of the rotating cylinder block, because the motion of the pistons leads to vibration. However, the size of the deviation value is still small, which indicates that the repeatability of the tests is good at low and high speed.
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(a) (b) Figure 11 . Test churning losses torque of pistons: (a) test churning losses torque of pistons at 1500 rpm; and (b) test churning losses torque of pistons at 12,000 rpm.
In Figure 12 , the results of pistons at various speeds are presented in the form of mean values acquired under the same conditions. An average drag coefficient of the calculated pistons is 0.96 in Figure 12b , because the drag coefficient Cd is related to the Reynolds number, according to [27] . It can be seen from Figure 12b that the churning losses due to the pistons increase with rotation speed in a similar trend as the calculated results before 3000 rpm. However, the churning losses due to the pistons increase relatively slowly after 3000 rpm, in comparison with those in the rotating cylinder block, because multi-pistons cover the circling flow which leads to the decrease of fluid flow velocity and reduction of flow resistance among the pistons. The literature [35] [36] [37] [38] indicates that there is a reduction factor in the flow resistance around the multi-pistons, and the reduction factor may increase because of the effect of the pistons covering each other as rotation speed increases. The higher the rotation speed, the greater the flow rate in the area without pistons, and the smaller the flow velocity between the pistons. Thus, the measured results are low for the churning losses due to the reduction factor, in contrast with the calculated results at high rotation speed. Moreover, Figure 13 shows the difference in a fluid condition outside the pistons at two test pump speeds; it can be obtained that the cavitation phenomenon occurs in fluid flow outside the pistons. The fluid tends to flow to the area without pistons due to the effects of pistons covering at high rotation speeds. The flow resistance among the pistons decreases due to the cavitation, especially at high rotation speeds. Finally, circling flow resistance relatively decreases with increasing speed, in comparison to the mathematical model which ignores the cavitation and the reduction factor in flow resistance around the multi-pistons. In Figure 12 , the results of pistons at various speeds are presented in the form of mean values acquired under the same conditions. An average drag coefficient of the calculated pistons is 0.96 in Figure 12b , because the drag coefficient C d is related to the Reynolds number, according to [27] . It can be seen from Figure 12b that the churning losses due to the pistons increase with rotation speed in a similar trend as the calculated results before 3000 rpm. However, the churning losses due to the pistons increase relatively slowly after 3000 rpm, in comparison with those in the rotating cylinder block, because multi-pistons cover the circling flow which leads to the decrease of fluid flow velocity and reduction of flow resistance among the pistons. The literature [35] [36] [37] [38] indicates that there is a reduction factor in the flow resistance around the multi-pistons, and the reduction factor may increase because of the effect of the pistons covering each other as rotation speed increases. The higher the rotation speed, the greater the flow rate in the area without pistons, and the smaller the flow velocity between the pistons. Thus, the measured results are low for the churning losses due to the reduction factor, in contrast with the calculated results at high rotation speed. Moreover, Figure 13 shows the difference in a fluid condition outside the pistons at two test pump speeds; it can be obtained that the cavitation phenomenon occurs in fluid flow outside the pistons. The fluid tends to flow to the area without pistons due to the effects of pistons covering at high rotation speeds. The flow resistance among the pistons decreases due to the cavitation, especially at high rotation speeds. Finally, circling flow resistance relatively decreases with increasing speed, in comparison to the mathematical model which ignores the cavitation and the reduction factor in flow resistance around the multi-pistons.
In Figure 12 , the results of pistons at various speeds are presented in the form of mean values acquired under the same conditions. An average drag coefficient of the calculated pistons is 0.96 in Figure 12b , because the drag coefficient Cd is related to the Reynolds number, according to [27] . It can be seen from Figure 12b that the churning losses due to the pistons increase with rotation speed in a similar trend as the calculated results before 3000 rpm. However, the churning losses due to the pistons increase relatively slowly after 3000 rpm, in comparison with those in the rotating cylinder block, because multi-pistons cover the circling flow which leads to the decrease of fluid flow velocity and reduction of flow resistance among the pistons. The literature [35] [36] [37] [38] indicates that there is a reduction factor in the flow resistance around the multi-pistons, and the reduction factor may increase because of the effect of the pistons covering each other as rotation speed increases. The higher the rotation speed, the greater the flow rate in the area without pistons, and the smaller the flow velocity between the pistons. Thus, the measured results are low for the churning losses due to the reduction factor, in contrast with the calculated results at high rotation speed. Moreover, Figure 13 shows the difference in a fluid condition outside the pistons at two test pump speeds; it can be obtained that the cavitation phenomenon occurs in fluid flow outside the pistons. The fluid tends to flow to the area without pistons due to the effects of pistons covering at high rotation speeds. The flow resistance among the pistons decreases due to the cavitation, especially at high rotation speeds. Finally, circling flow resistance relatively decreases with increasing speed, in comparison to the mathematical model which ignores the cavitation and the reduction factor in flow resistance around the multi-pistons. Furthermore, when comparing Figure 12a ,b, it is noticeable that churning losses torque increased by about five times and the churning losses power increased by about 38 times, produced by the pistons as rotation speed increased from 1500 rpm to 12,000 rpm. From the results, one may conclude that the increased rate of the churning losses torque produced by the pistons decreased as rotation speed increased, in comparison with those produced by the rotating cylinder block. However, there is still relatively big churning losses power due to the pistons, as shown in Figure  12b . It is also observed that small torque losses may bring high churning energy losses with the increase of rotation speed.
Discussion
As a result of the previous analysis, two investigated factors of the rotating cylinder block and pistons contribute to churning losses, and these energy losses cannot be ignored, especially at high speed. The concept of churning losses reported in the literature was developed based on Newton inner friction, and thus entirely ignored the turbulence effects. Representative theories are Jang [18] , Zecchi et al. [20] , and Rahmfeld et al. [29] for churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block and pistons. The churning losses studied in these theories show that the pistons in an axial piston machine have a higher influence on the churning losses than the rotating cylinder block. However, the churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block are significantly higher than the pistons after 3000 rpm (see Figure 14a,b ). An explanation is that the resistance of one piston may be smaller due to the piston assembly, and the flow state of the rotating cylinder block may change from laminar to turbulent at high rotation speeds. The proportion of churning losses due to the rotating cylinder block increases obviously with rotation speed, and the proportion of churning losses due to the pistons decreases.
In Figure 14c , the intersection of two curves shows that the proportion of churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block equals the churning losses produced by the pistons, and the corresponding abscissa is the speed named as the critical speed. The rotation speed of the axial piston pumps is usually lower than the critical speed for industrial application; then the energy losses caused by the rotating cylinder block are much weaker than that between the pistons. However, the energy losses caused by the rotating cylinder block are much higher than that between the pistons beyond the critical speed for the axial piston pumps used in aeronautics and astronautics. Therefore, we plan to experimentally explore the methods for reducing the churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block of the axial piston pumps used in aeronautics and astronautics in future work. Furthermore, when comparing Figure 12a ,b, it is noticeable that churning losses torque increased by about five times and the churning losses power increased by about 38 times, produced by the pistons as rotation speed increased from 1500 rpm to 12,000 rpm. From the results, one may conclude that the increased rate of the churning losses torque produced by the pistons decreased as rotation speed increased, in comparison with those produced by the rotating cylinder block. However, there is still relatively big churning losses power due to the pistons, as shown in Figure 12b . It is also observed that small torque losses may bring high churning energy losses with the increase of rotation speed.
In Figure 14c , the intersection of two curves shows that the proportion of churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block equals the churning losses produced by the pistons, and the corresponding abscissa is the speed named as the critical speed. The rotation speed of the axial piston pumps is usually lower than the critical speed for industrial application; then the energy losses caused by the rotating cylinder block are much weaker than that between the pistons. However, the energy losses caused by the rotating cylinder block are much higher than that between the pistons beyond the critical speed for the axial piston pumps used in aeronautics and astronautics. Therefore, we plan to experimentally explore the methods for reducing the churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block of the axial piston pumps used in aeronautics and astronautics in future work. 
Conclusions
In this study, a newly designed test rig is introduced to investigate the churning losses in an axial piston pump experimentally. The focus of this work mainly lies in the description of the effects of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses by experiments, and the presentation of the first measured results. Presented measurements exhibit the capacity of the test rig to detect the churning losses, and to further evaluate the proportion of the rotating cylinder block and pistons on churning losses. According to the experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
Firstly, the churning losses increase with the rotation speed. Secondly, the mathematical model for the churning losses based on the assumption of laminar flow cannot suit under the high rotation speed condition. Finally, the pistons have less influence than the rotating cylinder block on churning losses beyond the critical speed in axial piston pumps. In other words, the rotating cylinder block is a dominant influence on churning losses at high rotation speeds.
This experimental finding may provide a new insight into churning losses. Taking advantage of the full capability of the test rig, future research on churning losses will focus on methods to reduce churning losses based on considering turbulent flow, especially churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block at high rotation speeds. 
This experimental finding may provide a new insight into churning losses. Taking advantage of the full capability of the test rig, future research on churning losses will focus on methods to reduce churning losses based on considering turbulent flow, especially churning losses produced by the rotating cylinder block at high rotation speeds.
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Nomenclature µ
The dynamic viscosity of the hydraulic fluid (Pa·s) R
The radius of the cylinder block (m) R c
The radius of the cylinder block (m) R
The pitch circle radius of piston bores (m) l c
The length of the cylinder block (m) ω
The rotation angular velocity (rad/s) n
The rotation speed (rpm) t
The gap between the cylinder block and the housing internal surface (m) C d
The drag coefficient The experimental torque acting on the shaft without oil in the casing (Nm) M cc
The experimental churning losses torque due to the rotation of the cylinder block (Nm) M cm
The mathematical churning losses torque due to the rotation of the cylinder block (Nm)
M wcc
The experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the rotation of the cylinder block with oil in the casing (Nm)
M dcc
The experimental torque acting on the shaft due to the rotation of the cylinder block without oil in the casing (Nm) M cp
The experimental churning losses torque due to pistons (Nm) M ccp
The experimental churning losses torque due to pistons and the rotating cylinder block (Nm)
M wccp
The experimental torque acting on the shaft due to pistons and the rotating cylinder block with oil in the casing (Nm)
M dccp
The experimental torque acting on the shaft due to pistons and the rotating cylinder block without oil in the casing (Nm) P cm
The mathematical viscous friction power (W) P pm
The mathematical pressure drag power (W) P c
The experimental churning losses power (W) P cc
The experimental churning losses power due to the rotation of the cylinder block (W) P cp
The experimental churning losses power due to pistons (W) R e Reynolds number
